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About This Game

Perfect Life VR

You can relax in this perfect house. Customize your car. Customize your friend. Fire the fireplace.
Just put your HMD on your head and relax. Roam in the house. Enjoy stunning visuals and relaxing sound.

This game gives you a relaxing virtual house with a car and a friend.

- Stunning visuals
- Relaxing environment

- Customizable car
- Customizable friend

- Fireplace
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Title: Perfect Life VR
Genre: Indie, Simulation
Developer:
Özgün BURSALIOĞLU
Publisher:
Özgün BURSALIOĞLU
Release Date: 15 Nov, 2018

 b4d347fde0 

Minimum:

OS: Windows 10

Processor: Intel i5-6400 2.7GHz

Memory: 4 GB RAM

Graphics: NVIDIA GTX 960

DirectX: Version 11

Storage: 2 GB available space

English
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perfect life vr

game wont let you hit people even if you hit people. aparantly it is the least realistic♥♥♥♥♥♥ever and it dosnt matter if you
have a ♥♥♥♥ing great sword or katana aparantly the greatsword is faster. needs to be greatly improved!. This game is actually
pretty cool. Definitley a Portal-esque kind of game. Definitley worth the money. The timer is actually a really interesting and
challenging aspect to this game. Very well done.. Needs about 20$ off the price tag. And some bigger breasts all around.

But not *bad* it's amusing most of the time. But you can tell the writers don't often hold conversations with other people.

Worth a shot if you get it for 10 or under.. great wish they made the other black ops for mac tho. :D great one!. This game is
awesome! I can sit back, relax, have a conversation with friends, and all the while building my empire! Low stress, but alot of
fun and alot of directions to go.. Very short and not that fun tbh. I wouldn't bother with this DLC.. A huge improvement from
Ironclads. Great graphics. Great performance. Great fun. Great game. But keep in mind that all this is true ONLY for real fans
of turn-based board games and hardcore sims.

Overall in the time I've played, its a great game. I'd recommend it to any althistory buff or anyone who wants to try something
new that has a little dab of strategy alongside action. For the current price, I don't see why you wouldn't buy it (Distant Guns 1.5
- Pro Edition $49.99, Jutland - Pro Edition $49.99, War in the Pacific - Admiral's Edition $79.99 etc.). Tech
demo....blurry...short.....overpriced....played it once...done.....
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Awesome game! This game have incredibly smooth controls. It's super fun play with friends and make they character in pieces
LOL!

If you want a game to play in a house party, this is your game!. Awesome game, very enjoyable. Just need more people for in
the lobby.

A lot of things are happing around me when I tried out this game, which made me make weird moves. But we can see that the
upfront of Russian game developers are making their way in the industry SUCCESFULLY because their creativity is very
refreshing!!

Keep them coming, I love it!. You walk around and get blue balls, and it's not even cold.. Finally got to play the game and had a
real workout yesterday.

This game is a wave shooter but to me its not an issue - the whole game is created based on it and you have to keep learning to
find your best ways to fight against the very intense invasion of the bad guys (small mobs and bosses) and the dev did it good.
You don't feel dumb like cheap VR titles we've seen before, but real heroic instead.

Not having a story line is a con to me. And it's pretty hard to find a game in the coop mode. I hope the team can keep up adding
new content and plot (which is very crutial for VR) and it will definitely be a hit.. A colour tile matching game.
It controls pretty well, its got a nice minimal but not too minimal aesthetic, the sound and music is great, and its pretty polished
all round.

It is quite easy and even at its low price point you might want a bit of a sale as its only about an hour of puzzling, but its pretty
relaxing to play and enjoy while it lasts.. Sweet game which i'm synthesizing the soundtrack for! The game is currently in quite
early stage of development, but it is gettin' cool as fukk with each fresh update that partly is based on feedback by the
community.

Grab this one and bob your head to some electric madness as you kill your way through hells spawn and run from Death!
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